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7 Truths About Your Credit
About this Ebook
In North America, you need good credit to qualify for loans. To ensure
you have good credit you need to know how credit works, what factors
affect it, and how you can manage it. Learning how to read your credit
report will help you understand your current financial situation and what
steps you need to take to improve it.
This ebook will help you understand how to read your credit score and
credit report to empower you to take control of your credit. Plus you will
get smart and simple tips on what steps you can take to ensure you are
on the right path.

“It is imperative that you understand what factors influence
your credit score. Armed with this knowledge, you have the
ability to take important steps to clean up your credit and
start qualifying for loans.”
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Why you Need Credit
Having credit means you do not need cash outright to make a
purchase. With credit, it is easier to purchase high-cost items like a car,
house or vacation because you can pay for that purchase over time.
Credit is convenient and safe. But it must be managed well to maintain
your credit-worthiness.
Credit establishes your reputation as a borrower. It tells prospective
lenders how likely you are to repay your loans. Credit is made up from
information about your borrowing history.
If your credit report shows a poor credit history, a lender can refuse to
give you credit. This may hold you back from getting a mortgage to buy
a new house, get a new credit card, secure a personal loan or even rent
an apartment.
Lenders turn to credit-reporting agencies to check your credit history
and determine whether you are worthy of a loan.

“When possible, try to pull your own credit report. Your
score will remain the same. If a third party makes the
request on your behalf, your score can go down.”
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How Information About Your Credit is Collected
Credit-reporting agencies, also known as credit bureaus, are
businesses that consolidate and sell information about you and how
long it takes you to pay back the money you owe someone. Any time a
bank, credit card company, car dealership or any other organization
gives you a chance to pay them back monthly or at a later date, they
are giving you credit.
Organizations that give you credit share information with a creditreporting agency on whether you make your payments on time. This
information is captured in a credit report. Credit-reporting agencies will
share your history with someone only when you give permission on an
application. These applications can be related to you borrowing money,
renting a house or an apartment, applying for employment or insurance.
Collection agencies can also request your history when they are trying
to collect an outstanding debt.
Equifax and TransUnion are two of the major credit reporting agencies
or credit bureaus. A credit-reporting agency provides information about
your credit history in two ways;
1. Credit score
2. Credit report
Click to visit either credit reporting agency’s websites to
request your credit report and score.
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How Credit is Established
You will have a credit history if you have ever taken out a loan, owned
a credit card or a cell phone.
Your credit report summarizes how well you paid off your loans or bills
in the past. Lenders refer to your credit report to decide whether to
give you credit. Usually, by filling out applications for mortgages, car
loans or credit cards, you are allowing the prospective lender to check
your credit history on a credit report.

If your credit report shows a poor credit history, a lender can refuse to
give you a loan. Should the lender approve your application for a loan,
having a poor credit history may mean you will have to pay a higher
interest rate.
There are other ways a poor credit history can affect you in your dayto-day life. As the economy tightens so do the rules that govern how
and when you get qualified for certain things we may take for granted.
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Here are just a few examples of how a poor credit history can have a
big impact on you:
1. A landlord may refuse to rent you an apartment
2. A mortgage lender may refuse to give you a mortgage or refinance
your current mortgage
3. A car dealership may refuse to finance your vehicle
4. A cell phone provider may insist you pay as you go
5. Credit card companies may offer you only pre-paid or secured
credit card products
6. Credit card companies or mortgage lenders will charge you a
higher interest than the general population

“It is important to review your credit report at least once a
year so you know what creditors are saying about you and to
ensure you have not been the victim of identity fraud.”

How to Request Your Credit Report
Ordering your credit report is simpler than reading the report itself. You
are entitled to a free consumer credit report from each of the three
credit reporting bureaus. The easiest and safest methods are to receive
your credit report by mail or online.
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By mail
If you make your request in writing and send it by mail, the creditreporting agencies will provide you, by mail, with a free copy of your
report. You will need to include your name, social security number,
current and previous addresses, date of birth, and telephone number.
For your protection, you will also need to verify your identity with
photocopies of two pieces of ID (ie: driver’s license)
Here are the addresses for the major credit agencies if you wish to mail
in your credit report request.
Equifax (United States)
Annual Credit Report Request Service
P.O. Box 105281, Atlanta, GA 30348-5281
Equifax (Canada)
(complete the following
form and mail to the address below)
National Consumer Relations
P. O. Box 190, Station Jean-Talon
Montreal, Quebec H1S 2Z2
TransUnion (United States)
2 Baldwin Place
P.O. Box 1000, Chester, PA 19022
TransUnion (Canada)
Attention: Consumer Relations
P.O. Box 338, LCD1
Hamilton, ON L8L 7W2
TransUnion (Canada – Quebec Residents)
Centre De Relations Aux Consommateurs TransUnion
1 Place Laval Ouest, Suite 370
Laval, Quebec
H7N 1A1
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Online
You can also order your credit report through the reporting agencies’
websites. This method is faster since you will receive your credit report
online only a few minutes after you make the request. However, creditreporting agencies can charge a fee for providing you with an online
copy of your credit report, especially if you wish to have your credit
score included.
Equifax (United States)
www.annualcreditreport.com
Equifax (Canada)
You will need to contact Equifax (1-855-233-9226) or mail in your request in
order to get a copy of your credit report
TransUnion (United States)
www.annualcreditreport.com
TransUnion (Canada)
https://www.creditprofile.transunion.ca/products/single/order.jsp?
loc=2053&lang=en
Experian
www.annualcreditreport.com

“Reviewing your credit report a minimum of once per year will
ensure that creditors are reporting the accurate
information to the bureaus about you.”
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Prevent Identity Fraud
Maybe another important reason to review your credit report on an
annual basis is the concern of identity fraud.
So, what exactly is identity theft, anyway? Well, the short answer is it's
when someone uses personal information like your Social Insurance
Number or credit card number to commit fraud in your name. Basically
someone uses your good credit rating to get credit. Then they use that
credit and never pay it back. But since it's in your name, it's your credit
rating that will suffer because it will look like you failed to make those
payments. The tricky part to identity theft is that it can happen without
you ever knowing it or seeing who's doing it. Here are a few methods
fraudsters like to use:
•

•

•

•

Stealing credit cards or documents: Thieves may steal newly issued
credit cards out of your mailbox. Some even go "dumpster diving" to
steal your bank or credit information out of your trash.
"Shoulder Surfing.”: It's as simple as it sounds. To "surf", the identity
thief looks over your shoulder as you enter your PIN at an AMB
machine. They would also use a scanning device to get the
particulars of your debit card (number/strip information etc.)
"Skimming.”: Using an electronic device known as a "skimmer",
identity thieves can swipe the personal information data from the
magnetic stripe of your card. The information can then be
transferred onto fraudulently made credit cards. These skimmers
can appear as normal-looking card terminals at stores, restaurants,
gas stations, etc.
Online "spoofing.”: Many criminals use a technique known as
"spoofing" to get personal information from people on the Web. This
involves creating e-mails and Web sites that imitate real businesses
like banks or online auction sites which direct people to sites to enter
their personal info or credit card number, which is then used for
various kinds of fraud.
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•

Stealing from company or government databases. Law enforcement
agencies in North America have noticed an increase in attempts to
steal personal information from databases of private companies and
government agencies. This can be as basic as thieves stealing
computer hard drives or as complex as hacking online databases.

Inaccuracies can occur but and you should be sure to contact the credit
bureau to sort out the errors. Identity fraud is a much more serious
issue and it is one that you should make every effort to prevent. Here
are a few simple ways that you can prevent identity fraud:
1. Sign your new credit card as soon as you get it and don't lend it to
others.
2. Carry only the ID and credit cards you actually need. Leave
personal informtion like your Social Insurance card, birth certificate
and passport at home or in a secure place when not needed.
3. If you lose your credit card, call and cancel it right away.
4. Always protect your PIN. You may not think anyone is watching but
cover up the keypad with your hand anyway. You can never be too
safe.
5. When you use your credit or debit card in a store, be sure that the
card is returned to you (if it is removed from your sight) is actually
your card.
6. Sign up for electronic billing. It prevents your information from
being stolen in the mail.
7. Review your credit card statements every month and report and
issues right away.
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8. Shred any documents, bills or pre-approved credit card applications
you do not want or need anymore.
9. We don’t recommend giving out your personal information over the
phone, online or by mail but if you have to, be sure it is to people or
organizations you trust.
10. Be sure to add security in the way of a password to your credit card
and bank accounts.
11. Do not keep a written record of your PIN, social insurance number
or computer passwords where thieves could find them such as on
your person (wallet/purse) or on your computer.
12. Check your credit report at least once a year.
The vast majority of transactions are safe. Fact is, most people never
have to deal with identity theft or fraud. But it's a reality and could
damage your credit. Staying alert and careful goes a long way to
keeping your information safe.

“When creditors report to the credit bureaus, there is always a
chance that they might make a mistake in the data they send
which will later be reflected in your credit report. By being
mindful of this when reviewing your report, you can make sure
that these errors are corrected before it’s too late..”
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Truth #1:
Your Credit Report May Be Inaccurate. Review Annually to
Correct Inaccuracies and Prevent Identity Fraud
Mistakes happen. If you find information in your credit report that is
inaccurate or incomplete, it is your right and responsibility to contact the
credit-reporting agency and resolve any discrepancies.
Equifax (United States)
1-866-243-8181 or online at www.equifax.com
Equifax (Canada)
1-800-465-7166 or online at www.equifax.ca
TransUnion (Canada)
1-800-663-9980 or online at www.transunion.ca
TransUnion (United States)
1-800-888-4213 or online at www.transunion.com
Experian (United States)
1-888-414-1120 or online at www.experian.com

“If you find a problem on your credit report, call the bureau
and they will either investigate, substantiate, or remove it.”
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Truth #2:
Understanding your Report is Key to Improving it
Once you have your credit report, it's important you know how to read it
because it reveals a lot of information about you to prospective lenders.
If you find your credit report to be confusing, you’re not alone. The
credit reports differ based on how each of the bureaus analyzes your
credit information. To confuse matters more, Equifax and TransUnion
have slightly different ways of presenting your credit history to
prospective lenders.
On the following pages you will see extractions from TransUnion and
Equifax credit reports to illustrate the information your credit report can
contain.
Personal Information
Your name, address, Social Security number, date of birth and
employment information are contained in the first section. Verify your
identifying information for accuracy. This information is updated when
you supply lenders with this type of information. The examples on the
next page illustrate how this section looks in a credit report from each
of the agencies.
In addition to summarizing your personal information, the credit report
contains the following sections that breakdown your past and present
financial situation for a lender:
~Summary of Accounts
~Banking Information
~Public Records
~Collection Information
~Consumer Statement
~Credit Report Enquiries
14
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These examples are for illustration purposes only.

Summary of Accounts
Credit agencies will typically list a summary of your credit report
following your contact information. This information may be broken
down by type of debt - real estate, revolving, installment and collection
accounts.
15
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The summary of accounts will include the total number of accounts that
you have (both open and closed) as well as the current total of your
outstanding debt.
Review the activity listed for each of your accounts. If you had any
missed payments, late payments or charge-offs, they will be listed in
this section.
A charge-off is when a creditor has acknowledged your debt as a loss in
its financial records, but they don't let you get away free. Your creditor
will add a negative entry to your credit report and continue to attempt to
collect on the debt. This section also includes the date each account
was opened, whether it is an individual or a joint account, the date of
last activity on the account and the outstanding balance

“Gather all of your credit cards before you start reviewing
the credit report. Having your credit cards available makes
it easier to identify fraudulent and closed accounts.”

All (or the majority) of your credit accounts should appear in this
section. The creditor name, a partial account number, the type of
account, the account status, the balance information, payment status,
account status and miscellaneous comments may be included in this
section. The months and dates listed underneath the account summary
show how the creditor has reported this account. If you have
delinquencies, they will appear in this section.
16
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Information about how you repay loans can be summarized in a
payment chart. The chart can show your payment history over the last
two to six years. Along with the chart, you may find a payment scale.
This scale captures your payment pattern and summarizes whether you
paid your bills 30, 60 or 90 days after the due date.

Your credit summary will also summarize the number of accounts you
have open, closed, in public records, and the number of inquiries made
against your credit within the past two years.
Lenders usually submit information about you to the Credit Agencies
every 30 days. For example, Equifax reports the lenders’ rating of each
of your credit history items on a scale of 1 to 9. Number “1” means you
pay your bills within 30 days of the due date, “9” means that you never
pay your bills at all. A letter will also precede the number: for example,
I2, O2, R2. The letter stands for the type of the credit you are using.
The letter “I” stands for “Installment” account. The letter “R” stands for
“Revolving” credit.

tCredit.ca
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Examples of the types of credit you can expect to see in this section
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Real estate accounts, any mortgages that you have
Revolving accounts, like credit cards and lines of credit
Installment accounts, like loans
Other accounts
Collection accounts

Give me an “R”….
The best credit rating is considered R“1”. It means you pay your bills
within 30 days of the due date. An R“9” is the worst credit rating. It
means that you do not pay your bills and are a big risk to lenders. At
any one time, you could have different credit ratings associated with
each debt – depending on how differently you pay back the debt.
Here are meanings of the different ratings that can be found in a Credit
Report:
R0 – Too new to rate; approved but not used.
R1 - You pay that creditor’s loan on time. Paid as agreed.
R2 - Your payments are 30 days late but not 60 days late.
R3 - Your payments are 60 days late but not 90 days late.
R4 - Your payments are 90 days late but not 120 days late.
R5 - Your payments are 120 days late but not yet rated a 9.
R6 - Typically not used.
R7 - You are in a consumer proposal, consolidation order, or debt
management plan.
R8 – A secured creditor has taken steps to get what is owing to them
(e.g. repossessed your car).
R9 - A bad debt placed for collection or considered uncollectible, or you
are bankrupt.

tCredit.ca
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Here
is an example of how an “R” will look on an Equifax Report
.

“R” stands for “revolving” credit
Credit cards are a good example of “revolving” credit. With this type of
debt you make regular payments in varying amounts depending how
much is owed. As you make payments, you are allowed to borrow more
money up to your credit limit. Limit the number of credit cards you
have. Having too much credit can have negative impact on the way
lenders view you. The worry for them is that you can potentially spend
more than you can realistically afford. On the flip side, don’t close
credit just to close them. Consistency and history are key with credit,
try to keep the oldest credit cards active (even if you don’t use them).
Just lower the limits to reduce the overall potential debt.
“I” stands for “installment” credit.
A car loan is a good example of “installment” credit. With this type of
debt you repay the loan by making monthly payments in fixed amounts
for a specific period of time until the amount you borrowed is paid off.
19
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“O” stands for “open” credit
This can include a student loan, which often is repayable after
graduation. More typically a line of credit is a good example for “open”
credit. With this type of debt, you borrow money up to a certain limit and
the total balance is due at the end of a set period dictated by the lender.
Many people use a line of credit to do renovations on their house.

“Keep your credit card balances at 35% below the credit
limit. If they go above 35%, it will start to have a negative
impact on your credit score.”

What happens when you file a consumer proposal or bankruptcy?
As soon as you file a consumer proposal, your credit rating will be
revised to either an R7 or an R9 and it will probably remain at this rating
until the proposal is completed.
After you complete your proposal payments, a note indicating you have
filed a consumer proposal will appear in your credit record, typically for
three more years. Your consumer proposal affects your credit record for
up to eight years from the date that you filed the proposal to creditors,
depending on the length of your payment period.

tCredit.ca
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While a consumer proposal has a negative effect on your credit score, it
also means that you have dealt with all of your debts. You have a plan
in place to deal with your creditors. You are no longer worried about
collection calls and wage garnishments. You can sleep at night.

When you file for bankruptcy, your history of late or missed payments, if
you have one, will remain on your credit report and will continue to drag
down your credit score. Additionally, the bankruptcy will stay on your
record for many years. A Chapter 7 bankruptcy in the US will remain on
your credit report for 10 years from the date of the filing. In Canada, it
will remain on your report for 6 years from the time you are discharged.
As long as the bankruptcy is listed on your credit report, it will have a
negative impact on your credit score.
Banking Information
Credit agencies will include information about bank accounts you have
opened. Banking information includes the following: industry code,
name and telephone of credit grantor, date the credit information was
reported, date account was opened, narrative describing any closed for
cause information as well as any notes on NSF (non-sufficient funds)
cheques you may have written.
.

tCredit.ca
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Public Records and Collection Information
Public records include information like bankruptcies, judgments, tax
liens, provincial and/or state and country court records, and overdue
child support. Depending on the type of account, a public record can
remain on your credit report between 7-10 years. Only severe financial
blunders appear in this section, not criminal arrests or convictions.
Check the next sections of the credit report and look for any activity.
Not all consumers will have public record information. In that case this
section will appear empty.

Here is one example of how an Equifax report lists collection activity,
judgments, bankruptcy within this section.
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The information listed in this section is usually removed from your credit
report after 6 to 10 years, depending on the laws of the province or
state in which you live so be sure to check that the dates and years
listed are accurate.
Check to see that information about any reported bankruptcy is correct.
Check the discharge date, since this information is usually removed
from your credit report after 6 or 7 years, depending on the laws of the
province or state in which you live.
Any statements or special requests you have made regarding your
credit report are printed at the end of the report. Some examples are a
statement that you have been a victim of identity theft, or a request that
the bureau or a company contact you before an inquiry into your credit
is conducted.
Credit Report Inquiries
A credit inquiry is made when you apply for credit. Any credit inquiries
over the past 24 months are reported to this section. Inquiries indicate
to other credit grantors that you have applied for new credit, which
could result in additional debt. Potential lenders may view multiple
recent inquiries on your credit report as a sign that you may be
overextending yourself. When you enquire about your credit, it has no
effect on your credit score.

This section shows who has viewed your credit file for credit-related
purposes. You can see the date of the inquiry, the industry code of the
inquirer, their name and telephone number.
utCredit.c
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Some credit reporting agencies will also include information in this
section from companies that have already extended you credit. They
routinely check your credit in order to extend you an offer. These are
called “soft” inquiries and do not negatively impact your credit score.

“Be sure to review the inquiries section of your
credit report for anything you do no recognize. If
you recognize an inquiry you did not authorize,
contact the credit bureau at once since this could
be an early warning sign of fraud on your account.”

TRUTH #3: Your Credit Score Can Save You a lot of Money
Lenders look at your score to estimate whether you are a credit risk for
them. Your credit score summarizes your financial health at a specific
point in time and has an enormous impact on how lenders see you. A
credit score allows lenders to determine wither you are a high risk
borrower compared to other people. People with high credit scores are
likely to repay loans and credit cards more consistently than people
with low credit scores.
Ultimately, your score can influence whether you qualify for a good
interest rate or whether you qualify a mortgage at all. Here is a simple
illustration of how your credit score can affect mortgage rates and
therefore increase your cost of borrowing. With an above average credit
24
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score, you would qualify for a 7.5% interest rate. With average or no
credit you would qualify for a 10% interest rate. The 2.5% difference
means you will pay $8735 more in interest over five years than the
person who has a good credit score (see below for illustration).

TRUTH #4:
What is Considered a Good Credit Score?
So what is considered to be a good credit score? Each reporting
agency uses a scale from 300 (poor) to 900 (perfect). In other words,
the higher your score, the lower the risk you are for the lender.

“If you are looking to purchase a house, you should aim to
have a credit score over 650 to ensure beer rates and
lower required downpayment. Mortgages for selfemployed people or for investors buying rental properties
often require higher scores. ”
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For example, if you are applying for a mortgage, when lenders review
your Equifax Credit Report, they will look at the Beacon score on your
report.
TransUnion calls it the Empirica Score. Depending on your score,
lenders can turn you down, or approve you, but at a very high interest
rate.
Here is a simple chart summarizing the scoring levels and what each
score could mean to a lender.

Note: Lenders set their own policies and risk tolerance when making credit decisions,
so there is no single cutoff score used by lenders .

The average North American adult has a Beacon near 700. Only about
11 percent of Canadians have a score above 800. The good news is
that with a score of 680-700, you will be able to qualify for great interest
rates.
When a lender “pulls” your credit report, they can see what your creditworthiness is.
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For example, TransUnion summarizes your creditworthiness for the
lender in a simple chart (illustration below). According to this example,
lenders will see you as a “fair credit risk”.

Equifax summarizes your Beacon score slightly differently. According to
this example, the Beacon score is 601, which is considered to be a
“fair” rating but it may be challenging to qualified for a mortgage.

TRUTH #5:
Your Credit-Worthiness is Always Compared to Others
A mathematical formula is used to figure out your credit score. This
formula takes into account data from five specific categories.
While no one knows the exact formula (except the inventor, Fair Isaac
Corporation), credit scores are roughly based on:
1. Previous payment history (About 35% of score)
tCredit.ca
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2. Current level of indebtedness (About 30% of score)
3. Length of credit history (About 15% of score)
4. Number/frequency of new credit enquiries (About 10% of score)
5. Types of credit you have (About 10% of score)
To help you understand the importance of each category in determining
your credit score, please see the illustration below:

The levels of importance shown here are for the general population. It
is not possible to say exactly how important any category or single
factor is in determining your score. It varies from one person to another
and for any one person over time.
tCredit.ca
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Essentially the formula produces a numerical ranking that identifies
your credit worthiness as compared to others. What the credit score is
trying to identify is how likely you are able to pay off your debt without
being more than 90 days late at any time in the future. Some lenders
also have other systems in place to arrive at credit scores.
Either way, lenders will use the credit score to determine;
a) The lowest score you can have and still borrow money from them
b) The interest rate you will pay

TRUTH #6: 10 Things Can Affect Your Credit-Worthiness
Knowing your score is a good start, but understanding what affects it is
much more important.
The three key things that will affect your credit score include:
1) Whether you have declared bankruptcy
2) The amount of your outstanding credit balances
3) Whether you have missed any payments or have a history of making
late payments.
Other factors that will affect your score include:
4) Whether you carry over a balance on your credit card month over
month
5) Whether a collection agency collected unpaid bills from you
6) The credit limit on your credit cards
7) Do you spend close to the credit card limit
8) How long have you had credit
9) The number of times lenders inquire about your credit report in a
short period of time
10) Do you have only credit cards or a combination of credit cards and
loans
tCredit.ca
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TRUTH #7:
Blemishes on Your Credit Don’t Clear up for Years
While many aspects of your credit score can change from one month to
the next, some things stay on your report for a long time. This
information can weigh your score down for a certain period of time
before it is removed. Many people are surprised to learn how long
some information remains on the report. There are seven specific
things that appear on your credit report for many years. These include:
a) Credit transactions
b) Judgments
c) Collections
d) Secured Loans
e) Bankruptcy
f) Registered Consumer Proposal/Orderly payment of debts
g) Credit Counseling
Exactly how long certain information stays on your report for lenders to
see depends on which province or state you are in.
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5 Time-Saving Tips to Help Raise Your Score
If you would like to take some steps to increase your
score, here are five very useful tips to get you
started:
1. Apply for credit only when you need it: Research shows that people
applying for new credit cards or loans are a higher risk to lenders
than consumers who are not seeking new credit. Consumers with
limited credit history or bruised credit history may see their score
affected negatively if there are many enquiries from lenders in a
short-period of time on their credit report.
2. Keep the same credit cards for as long as possible. Lenders know
that consumers who open new credit cards frequently are a higher
risk for repayment than those who have had the same cards for
years. Consistency is key.
3. Maintain low balances on your credit cards or non-mortgage debts.
Research shows that people who owe large amounts on their credit
cards are at a higher risk not to repay debts than those who have
smaller balances owing.
4. Make your credit card, cell phone and car payments on time every
month. Paying these off each month is an excellent way of
demonstrating that you are able to manage and repay your debts.
5. Pay-down your loans as quickly as possible. The closer your nonmortgage or “installment” loans such as car payments are to being
paid off, the more your score will increase.
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